
 
 

 

RCE Global Webinar  
 

‘Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals: action through learning in a time of global crises’ 

08.00 – 10.00 GMT on Thursday, 4th February 2021 

 

In Autumn 2021, both COP26 and the 12th RCE Global Conference are coming to Scotland. 

In advance of this, the Global RCE Service Centre and RCE Scotland are delighted to invite you to the first of two pre-Conference webinars on Thursday, February 
4th, 2021. 

Together, we’ll build on and further strengthen our Global RCE Network: collectively sharing, exploring, exemplifying and enabling the translation of our 
knowledge, skills and values into tangible, real-life activity that will help to build the capacity to bring about, embed and sustain the changes required in the 
global transition to a better world. 

Please read on to find out more.  

We look forward to seeing you at 08.00 GMT on Thursday, 4th February. 

 

 



 
 

Overview 

 

1. Why are we holding this webinar? 

This webinar will: 

 Act as the first of two ‘bridge’ events (the second to be held in June 2021) between the 2020 RCE Regional Meetings and the RCE Global Conference 

in Autumn 2021; with the purpose of enabling and sustaining collaborative conversations across the RCE Network 

 Have a particular focus around the new UNESCO ESD Roadmap and its role in supporting the concept of ‘action through learning in a time of global 

crises’ to progress action on the SDGs 

 Offer opportunities for delegates to find out about the latest activity in other RCE Regions & hear an update from the Global RCE Service Centre 

 Showcase initial ideas for the next RCE Global Webinar and the 12th RCE Global Conference 

 Offer delegates an opportunity to submit their ideas for the content of the next RCE Global Webinar and the 12th RCE Global Conference 

 Offer a new mechanism for delegates to connect and share with one another on an ongoing basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000374802


 
 

2. Agenda 

NB: Details of how to view pre-recorded input, submit questions and select your chosen Breakout Session, will be emailed to you in mid-January. 

Time Item Interactive delegate opportunities* Facilitated by 
08.00 Welcome and session overview     Global RCE Service Centre  

   RCE Scotland 

08.10 Interactive icebreaker  Delegates will be invited to participate 
on the day. 
 

 RCE Scotland 
 

08.15 Setting the scene:  
‘The UNESCO ESD 2030 roadmap and the SDGs’ 

 UNESCO and RCE Regional Representatives will discuss the ESD 2030 
roadmap and its importance in achieving the SDGs. 
 

 

 Pre-submitted questions from delegates 
will form part of this session. 

 Global RCE Service Centre 

 UNESCO representative 

 RCE Regional 
Representatives 

08.40 Breakout sharing session:  
‘Examining the 5 x Themes in the Roadmap & sharing ideas for action’: 
 

1. Advancing policy 
2. Transforming learning environments 
3. Building capacities of educators 
4. Empowering & mobilising youth 
5. Accelerating local level actions 

 

 The breakout discussions will last for 20 minutes. 

 Group facilitators/note-takers will then share key discussion points with 
all delegates in a 10-minute plenary session. 
 

 

 Delegates to pre-select which of the five 
Themes they would like to focus on and 
join the corresponding breakout group. 
 

 Delegates are welcome to pre-submit a 
question around this theme for 
discussion with the group. 

 

 Global RCE Service Centre 

 RCE Representatives 



 
 

09.10 Break  Optional yoga session  RCE Scotland 
 

09.20 
 

‘Action through learning in a time of global crises: RCE progress towards 
2030’: 

 Question and answer session with the Global RCE Service Centre 

 Question and answer session with RCE Regional Representatives 
 
 
 
The Global RCE Service Centre and RCE Regional Representatives will each 
provide a one-minute summary of their pre-recorded updates at the start of the 
session. 

 Delegates to watch pre-recorded 
updates from the Global RCE Service 
Centre and RCE Regional 
Representatives prior to the session. 
 

 Delegates to familiarise themselves 
with the 2020 RCE Regional Meeting 
Reports prior to the session. 

 

 Delegates are welcome to pre-submit 
questions for either the Global RCE 
Service Centre or RCE Regional 
Representatives. 

 

 Global RCE Service Centre  

09.30  RCE Regional 
Representatives 
 

09.50 Next steps: the second RCE Global Webinar and the 12th RCE Global 
Conference: 

 Information about the content and structure of these events 

 Delegates will be invited to submit their 
ideas for the content of these events. * 

 

 RCE Scotland 

09.55 ‘Sustaining sustainability: ongoing connection & collaboration.’ 

 Introducing a new sharing tool for the RCE Network 
 Delegates will be invited to utilise this 

tool on an ongoing basis. 
 

 RCE Scotland 

 

 

*Further details on how to do this will be sent to you after the webinar. 

 

Please be aware that whilst every effort will be made to include contributions from delegates, the organisers cannot guarantee that all submissions will form part of this event. 

 

https://www.rcenetwork.org/portal/regional-meetings
https://www.rcenetwork.org/portal/regional-meetings

